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On this month of December, for the last TrimaX-Hebdo of the year, 
we wanted to offer you a great issue by giving for the first time 
the Golden TrimaX-Hebdo which rewards the best triathletes and 
duathletes of the year. In joy and lightness. But our heart is not in 
this. Since November 10th, we have learnt the death of Laurent Vidal. 
Shock. Stupefaction. Profound sadness. 

For the world of triathlon and that of sports in general, he was a 
wonderful triathlete, one of the best in the history of French triathlon. 
Three-time French champion, winner of World Cups, with many 
podiums and obviously 5th in the London Olympics behind his friend 
David Hauss and the three machines. it was so natural for us to honor 
him in this magazine of December... Pay tribute and remember his 
smile, his kindness, his intelligence and his long and frail morphology 
which made him go so fast in races throughout the world.  

He was one of us, he was Laurent. He was Lau. He was French, he was 
a New-Zelander. We won’t forget him. We will postpone the Golden 
TrimaX until next month. 

In this special issue that we would have liked to never do, we pay tribute 
to him, his friends also. But as life goes on, we also offer you a report 
on the Gwadlouptri and, as we will celebrate the winter holidays, the 
Christmas showcase to make gifts and beautiful material. But before 
these moments of sharing 
and joy, on behalf of the 
whole TrimaX team, we 
want to extend our sincere 
condolences to Andrea and 
his family. 

Edito

Nicolas GEAY, Writing

STAY CONNECTED
FACEBOOK fanpage
@trimaxhebdo
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Le Kougar combine un look 
agressif et tous les éléments 
techniques d’un cadre aéro 
dernier cri : tubes profilés, tige 
de selle aéro réversible pouvant 
accueillir une batterie interne 
Di2, étrier de frein avant derrière 
la fourche, et étrier de frein arrière 
Shimano Ultegra Direct Mount 
derrière la boite de pédalier…
Un vélo polyvalent qui satisfera les 
coursiers comme les triathlètes.

KOUGAR 2016

Concept aérodynamique

Palier de commande 
OVER SIZE

Freins aéro

Boitier de pédalier
BB386

Tige de selle intégrée

La géométrie RACING garantit 
la meilleure position possible 
en selle pour obtenir des perfor-
mances élevées

Construction monocoque 
triangle antérieur et fourche

Prédisposition pour l’installation 
des groupes électriques DI2 Ready

Pose des câbles en interne

Fibres de carbone 
haut module

Dimensionnement PROGRESSIF 
et laminage DIFFERENT pour 
chaque taille

Poids cadre peint taille M Kougar ultegra 11V compact ou DBLE / prix : 3499€
Kougar ultegra 11V compact ou DBLE DI2 / prix : 4499€

MATERIAL TEST

P 58: Kougar 2016

P 60 : SP.06 by Compex

SPECIAL CHRISTMAS

P 30: Christmas 
wishlist

DO NOT MISS
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P 16 : English time  
for TrimaX 

http://www.ventouxman.com/fr
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Ciao Lolo
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The topic of Nicolas Geay

Nicolas Geay

Jacvan@all - rights - reserved

For Laurent

For Laurent,

How to find words? Derisory anyway. How to tell the pain from where we are. From 
where I am. Everyone reacts personally to grief, to death, whether we are very close, 
friends or a little less close. I have been sad for three days. I cried. And I think about 
him. About Andrea. About his parents, his young brother, about Arnaud, David... Vincent, 
Pierre, Fred, Emmie, Carole, Jess and the others... Tomorrow, there will be the funerals. I 
won’t be there. Stuck in Paris. My heart in Sète. With them.    
I also think about our last conversation. One month ago on the phone. To speak about 
the Games. He told me with his accent, his sincerity, that he was afraid for his sports 
threatened by doping, that he hoped David and Vincent would succeed what he couldn’t 
succeed in London: to bring back a medal... And other stuffs, more personal. 
On Tuesday, I pulled up, despite me, the report that we had done together for Stade 2... 
To see him again training, smiling, ambitious, strong... and so fragile finally. For the first 
time, I saw again the images of the Games. He was just in front of his friend, his «brother 
in arms», his brother at all, writing one of the most beautiful pages of the French triathlon 
history... To create these images to dedicate him this «Tout le Sport», it was just... so 
strange... to think that he was gone.  
I’m writing these lines but once again, I don’t want to steel anything, to amplify anything, 
to lie. We had spent some very good moments together. I was for him a little bit more 
than a journalist, not a friend, no, but a relation of confidence. He was for me... I liked 
him. A lot. Anyway. When I read Nikola Karabatic’s Twitt, affected as a lot of athletes by 
the death of Laurent, I thought about this moment that we had spent the three of us on 
the Tour in Montpellier. Privileged, simple...
How to find words with this sadness and those tears? For three days, I have thought about 
Renaud, as I often do when life fools us. And I listen looped these lyrics written for his 
friend Coluche: «I hope at least that from up there, there are a lot of bastards, you leave us 
with the dogs, with the bad guys, the stupids under the sun which shines less strong and 
less far...» Lyrics which takes even more sense when I’m writing these lines (chronicle 
written on the night of the terrorist attacks on November 13th). 
So how to find words? To tell what we feel and who he was, in any case for me. A nice guy. 
A good person. Beyond the sportsman, the extraordinary champion. Yes a good and nice 
guy. In the common sense. 
And we will miss him. Infinitely. And on August 18th and 20th (but not only), on the 
microphone, I will think about him. About them and her, in the water and on the road 
also I am sure. He will be there, with them. 
This is it... It was the hardest, the saddest, the most sincere chronicle I had to write. There 
are moments when words are so hard to find... So, I prefer hiding behind a genius and 
let him write his pain, his angriness and his sorrow. Tonight, his feelings are a little bit 
mine: «I hope at least that from up there you have bought a bike... Lolita doesn’t have a 
godfather anymore, we don’t have our best friend anymore... Bastard, we liked you, now 
we are all orphans, fucking truck, fucking destiny, yes it sucks...»

Who is
Nicolas Geay ?

Nicolas Geay ‘s Grand Sports Reporter 
service of France Télévisions which he 
joined in 2004. It covers Stade 2 and 
Tout Le Sport cycling , triathlon and 
regularly conducts surveys . Since 2011, 
he also comments on cycling races and 
especially the Tour de France on the 
bike. Nicolas commented triathlon at 
the London Olympics with Frédéric 
Belaubre . Passionate about it , he also 
played thirty triathlons , including a dozen 
Half Ironman , Ironman Nice and was the 
finisher in 2006 Embrunman



At the beginning, 
the Gwadlouptri 
represents a double 
will, the one to 
promote triathlon 
in the island of 
Guadeloupe while 
allowing people 
living in Guadeloupe 
or close by to run 
a half distance in 
their land. It is also 
the will to promote 
Guadeloupe, its 
natural richness 
and its landscapes, 
to metropolitan 
triathletes or 
looking for magical 
destinations in 
February. This 
ambition developed 
by the organizer 
C h r i s t o p h e 
Roualland and 
all his team was 
also supported by 
the Guadeloupe 
Triathlon League. This double 
impulsion allowed the organization 
of the last four events. But the 
organizers had new ambitions: to 
make this event an unavoidable 
race in the Antilles calendar but 
also for international athletes. «It 
is true that the event may be early 

in the season... However, more and 
more athletes travel throughout the 
world to live their passion, there is 
no off-season anymore and people 
organize their calendar according 
to their schedule», Christophe says.
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The official date is known now but suddenly we want 
to be under the sun, the heat, the sweetness of 
coconut trees, we want to race a triathlon for the 

pleasure in order to begin well our season 2016. 

Last year, we made you discover this beautiful event for the 
first time but the Gwadlouptri will have a deserved place in 
our pages at the beginning of the season. 

Admittedly, even if the Pros are present for this event and 
that the winning couple in 2015 may be at the start this 
year, we rather participate to this event for the landscape 
and the local hospitality than to succeed. It is rare to be at 
the top of your shape in March... But anyway, there are two 
goals there.

SPOTLIGHT

What if you began your season

If the month of November is often synonym of well-deserved off-season, the month of December is coming... We begin to feel the urgency to train again. It’s also time to think about 2016 and before 

the traditional good resolutions , we establish our calendar for the season to come. This year, what if you began your season under the sun and heat of Antilles? 

When it’s time for Europe to freeze, the French Caribbean offer ideal conditions to train for the season. What if we met on March 5th next to Saint-François?

SPOTLIGHT

under the sun of Guadeloupe?
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SPOTLIGHT

The 5th edition 
promises a beautiful 
race between 
contenders. This 
m a n i f e s t a t i o n 
greatly managed 
by Christophe 
Roualland, a passionate and devoted to Caribbean triathlon, 
has become through the years an unavoidable event in 
triathlon. 
TrimaX-Hebdo, official partner of the event, will be present 
and will make you live this race through our website and a 
complete report in the edition of April. 
More information on the FACEBOOK Fan page of the event: 
«Gwadloup Tri». 

Would you like to swim in a 
26-degree water on the Lagoon 
Beach, to discover a bike course 
far from easy (3 laps of 30 km) 
which crosses the traditional 
cane, the seaside landscape and 
the famous Pointe des Châteaux 
where waves lash the coast, to 
appreciate the run under the 
heat of the golf course (we come 
to Guadeloupe for the heat!) and 
the shaded area of the wonderful 
Saint-François Marina?

Anyway, the landscape, the sun and 
the heat will certainly be part of 
the event... Which should convince 
you to race your first race of the 
year under the tropical climate of 
Guadeloupe and to convince the 
whole family to come and support 
you!

Many Pros have already registered 
on March 5th for the 5th edition. 
Registrations have opened since 
November 1st. 

http://www.ekoi.fr/fr/
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http://www.rotorfrance.com/
http://www.ironman.com/
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ENGLISH TIME FOR 

TRIMAX



Thus it is not 
a coincidence 
that famous 
triathletes such as 

the Brownlee brothers or Frederik Van Lierde has 
decided to trust the brand for their performance. 

The office of the brand is 1h30 from London. And 
what is striking when we go there is the studious 
and meanwhile relaxed atmosphere.  

The boss, Dean Jackson, does us the honor of 
offering a visit of the place: the engineers are 
working on the development of the new products 
while the pictures which cover the walls remind us 
the performances accomplished by the triathletes 
who wear the brand but also the progress made 
since the creation of the company a few years ago. 

«We have won the prize of «The Best Wetsuit» and 
of «The most innovating product» during the 220 
Triathlon Awards. And our wetsuit has the title of 
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FOCUS
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The foreign magazine «220 Triathlon» speaks very highly of Huub 
products: 
• Best wetsuit brand on the last three years. 

• The most innovating product with the Archimède wetsuit. 
• Choice of the redaction for the Archimède II wetsuit. 
• The «best test». 

FOCUS

Visit at Huub Design ...

Jacvan©copyrights

The British brand has invaded 

during the last years the triathlon 

international market to become one 

of the reference brand regarding 

neoprene wetsuit. Huub Design 

relies on the science and technology 

to offer innovating products in the 

wetsuit and swimming accessories 

field. Let’s meet the founder of the 

brand Dean Jackson.
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HARRY WILTSHIRE
CHOOSE  ARCHIMEDES  2

WWW.HUUBDESIGN.COM

AVAILABLE FROM THE FINEST  

TRIATHLON RETAILERS  

AND WWW.HUUBDESIGN.COM 

FOCUS

«Best in Test» by the magazine 
Triathlon Plus. Athletes and new 
international markets has begun 
to knock at our door.»

Huub is the fourth most famous 
triathlon brand according to the 
TIA researches. Today we stand 
side by side with bike or running 
brands. Thus it is an incredible 
success for our young company. 
Our company also won Prizes 
outside of the triathlon world and 
even of sports. In 2014, Huub 

http://huubdesign.com/
http://huubdesign.com/


FOCUS
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won the Prize of «Entrepreneur of the Year» and the 
Prize «Sales and Marketing» at the Business Awards of 
Derby Telegraph.»

The brand was born after an adventitious meeting 
during a triathlon event where a group of private 
investors were seduced by the project of Dean 
Jackson to propose something new in the neoprene 
field. Thanks to this funding, the founder could 
create a team made of analysts of swimming races 
and a bio-mechanic expert. 

This «scientific» strategy was doubled by an 
active marketing strategy to build the notoriety 
of the brand. It was about seducing international 
triathletes who believed enough in the product to 
become the best ambassadors of the brand. 

To say the least, the bet seems to be a success 
because now the brand is distributed in 17 
countries! 

http://www.fizik.it/
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It is in London, on Thursday 12th 2015 that Chris 
Boardman and the team Boardman Bikes proudly 
launched their new brand image, their future 

orientation and the product range Elite.

FOCUS

Jacvan©copyright

TrimaX-hebdo was present in the British Capital a few weeks ago to assist to the launch of Boardman 

Bikes, new version, a reinvented brand. A new image of the brand, improved models, premium 

technologies and a passionate team of biking around their emblematic figure Chris Boardman...

Boardman 
makes ITS revolution 
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FOCUS

Then the new brand launches: 

• A new website 
• A personalized painting with a configurator 
allowing the clients to choose among one of the 
5202 possible combinations! 

The project Performance Center has been 
developed in parallel with a laboratory 
performance and a testing wind tunnel. 

The new range of Elite products is the first one to 
benefit from this new approach of the brand. Then 
37 models has been improved and restructured. 

Then the Executive 
Director of Boardman 
Bikes, Andy Smallwood, 
said to describe the 
future orientation of the 
company: «Boardman 
has now a brand new 
identity and an artistic 
direction which 
conjugates passion 
and ambition. I’m very 
proud of the Boardman 
team and what it has 
accomplished. We have 
reinvented the brand.»

Chris Boardman opened this 
ceremony saying that the brand 
was entering in a new era. The 
one of an autonomous company, 
managed by a passionate bike 
team animated by identical 
values. «We were at the office 
everyday, every-time, on all kinds 
of bike, trying new stuff, happy to 
take advantage of mounting bikes 
whom we would be proud of.»

https://www.boardmanbikes.com/


Anyway... Boardman has realized ITS revolution and triathletes won’t be disappointed! The 
Brownlee brothers, ambassadors of the brand, were present to this presentation and didn’t hide 
their pleasure to ride these new machines once the beginning of the next season! 

FOCUS
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FOCUS
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• The AIR range now 
has a T9 fork with an entirely 
integrated braking system 
and cable system, offering 
a new aero surface (Aero 
Surface Trip) which leads to 
a reduction of 2% of the trail, 
saves 6 watts so 23 seconds 
on more than 1 hour. It 
places it among the leaders 
of aerodynamics. 

• The ATT range also 
benefits from the T9 fork 
and the «Aero surface trip» 
for a better aerodynamics. 

• The TTE Superfast 
is now even faster thanks 
to the aerodynamics and improved characteristics. 
This level of performance and integration is now 
more accessible thanks to the new TTE 9.2 and the 
premium with the TTE Signature equipped with 
Dura-Ace Di2 and Enve wheels. 

• The Superlight Race is now available 
in 2 versions, responding to the UCI standards 
concerning the limits of weight with a complete 
bike and options of frames. 

• The SLR titanium model is completely new 
in the range. The properties of titanium correspond 
to the characteristics of necessary conduct 
for an Endurance bike. It integrates the last 
technologies as disk brakes and the Di2. 

• The CXR (cyclocross) is more 
polyvalent than ever and had a complete recast 
with its hydraulic brakes. 

• The women range has also known a 
renewal and benefits from the last technologies 
of the brand.
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SHOPPING

Christmas wishlist
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Polar

159.90€1

Tanita

199€2

1. M400 Developed for runners who want a comfortable and durable running watch with sporty design and advanced GPS and 
training features. Track and record running as well as your other exercise, and monitor your performance accurately. Connect with 
the Polar Flow mobile app and stay active and motivated.
2. BC-549 Plus IRONMAN Transparent electrodes on tempered glass oversized platform, 9 body composition measurements. Extra-high 
weight capacity, maximum 440 pound. Memory for up to 4 users.
3A. SP4.0 PImproves your strength and restores muscle volume, helps you relax and recover faster. Including all the features of SP 
2.0, SP 4.0 also offers rehabilitation programs that can be helpful for athletes with frequent injuries who practice their activity 3 
times per week.
3B. SP6.0 Designed for athletes who practice their activity more than 3 times per week, SP 6.0 includes all the features of SP 4.0, 
but with wireless features that ensure total freedom of movement. Its easy-to-use color screen even shows you where to place the 
electrodes!

Compex

629€3a

Wowow

11,95€4

Compressport

18€6

Planet
Fitness

69€5

Fizik

350€ 8

4.  Reflective smartphone armband Record your run and bike statistics with your smartphone in this relective arm band. With fluorescente 
yellow and reflective material. Elastic band with velcro. For Smartphones up to 4,7’’
5. Kit Trigger Point Kit for massage. The ball is used to manage minor aches and pains of the muscle by applying moderate, targeted 
directly to the muscles for deep compression and release.
6. Ultra Light Socks This sock was developed to meet a specific demand from Pro Tour Cyclist Joaquim “Purito” Rodriguez. He wanted 
a dynamic, elastic sock with high elasticity but also ultra light, thin and with maximum ventilation. COMPRESSPORT® accepted 
the challenge and 2 years later, the ProRacing Sock UltraLight was born.
7. Full socks ultra light Launched in 2010, the Full Socks 3D.Dots by Compressport was a major success Worldwide hit as soon as 
they hit the market. Years of research & development and cutting edge technology packed into a racing and recovery graduated 
compression sock, they have quickly become a must have foot accessory for any athlete.
8. ALIANTE 00 The 00 product designation is a uniquely special badge, reserved for only the very best fi’zi:k products.
The new evolution of 00 saddles benefits from improved weight distibution and a host of fi’zi:k technologies including a carbon 
double shell, Carbon Mobius Rail and Seamless Design. Specifications  275 x 140 mm /  Weight: 165 g

Compressport

45€ 7

www.polar.com

www.compexstore.com

www.compressport.fr

www.tanita.eu

www.fizik.it

www.compressport.fr

www.wowow.be

www.planet-fitness.fr

Compex

929€3b

http://www.polar.com/fr
http://www.compexstore.com/
http://www.compressport.fr/
http://tanita.eu/
http://www.fizik.it/
http://www.compressport.fr/
http://www.wowow.be/nl/home/
http://www.planet-fitness.fr/fr/
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9. AIRSPEED SHOE-COVERS Aerodynamic, water resistant, insulating, Airspeed shoes bring all these characteristics together in a single 
product for extreme versatility. Without a doubt they will very quickly become an indispensable product in your equipment.
10. KEO 2 MAX BLADE A more aerodynamic integrated composite blade pedal. Quick and secure clip in / clip out. Maximum optimised 
stability and power transfer. Very light 
11. Selle Cambium C15 The C15 is the first racing model in the Cambium family.  Narrow for pedaling freedom and reduced weight, the 
C15 redefines priorities, aiding performance by placing comfort at the fore.
12 - KT03 KT03 is a multifunctional product now completely renewed with technical solutions like aero brakes, the front one on the 
back of the fork and the rear one under the bottom bracket. KT03 is thought for a traditional use but also for time trial and crono.
It’s perfect for who is looking for a single all-around product, steering tube height and fork tube angles allow You to obtain perfect 
positions for time trials and olympic triathlon. Aerodynamic profiles and attractive graphics, and hidden seatpost clamp complete 
this product with a quality/prize/performance ratio without comparisons.
13 - THL EVO carbon shoes Lightweight Racing shoe (276g), with innovative high-tech micrometric cable closure, Full Carbon UD sole Air 
System «Freccia Tricolore» and auto-shaping carbon fibre insert. Shoes for those who simply want the best.

Kuota

3000€12

www.vittoria.com

Vittoria

219€13

Brooks

150€11
Look

44.90€ 9

www.lookcycle.com

www.brooksengland.com

www.kuotacycle.it

Look

119.90€10

http://www.vittoria.com/
http://www.lookcycle.com/fr/all.html
http://www.brooksengland.com/
http://www.kuotacycle.it/
http://sciconbags.com/
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V800.
Chosen by champions.

Frederik Van Lierde
IRONMAN World Champion

Polar V800 with integrated GPS is the ultimate choice for the most ambitious athletes. 
It helps you reach your peak when you most need it. 

• Gives real-time guidance in every sport you do
• Combines training load with 24/7 activity and shows true recovery status  
• Syncs training details to the Polar Flow app and service 

That's Smart Coaching, since 1977.  Discover more at Polar.com

14 - Aero 90 mm carbone The 90 AERO goes big, offering ultra-deep rim aerodynamics. Time trialists and triathletes gain advantage 
against both the clock and competitors when taking the 90 AERO to speed. Similar to its RZR® 92 predecessor, the 90 is predictable 
and stable allowing the rider to concentrate on power and achieving their personal best. Even at 90 mm, the 90 AERO hits the scale 
at only 1,875g per set. 
15 - Waterproof backpack The sailfish Waterproof Backpack is a multifunctional, absolutely waterproof backpack made of durable PVC 
with taped seams and roll-side closure for all outdoor activities. There is a zipper and a helmet compartment at the front. The 
removable inner lining of the backpack has a padded laptop compartment and serveral smaller organizer pockets. Tip: without the 
lining it is also ideal to transport your wetsuit - the back definitely stays dry! 
16 - TRISUIT TRI POLY C Ironman or sprint, cruise to victory with a trisuit that works as hard as you do. We tweaked our Carbon-Pro trisuit 
design for multi-distance performance. This new versatile style is equipped with a quick-drying chamois for logging those extra 
miles on your bike without the pain. Crafted with a zipper at front, it’s a cinch to take off so you don’t lose precious time during 
transitions. Get triple the power of our revolutionary carbon fabric: carbon grid for built-in body temperature regulation, carbon 
lining for stabilizing muscles and no see-through, plus carbon panels for reduced drag under water and comfort on land
17 - SITERO PRO Designed with Body Geometry specialists, doctors, and engineers, the Sitero Pro is the best-fitting saddle for the 
aerodynamic position. Best-in-class fit, zonal design and integrated storage make this the ultimate Triathlon and TT saddle.  Weight 
: 222 g

Arena

299€16

Specializ
ed

179.90€17

Reynolds

2990€14

Sailfish

89€15

www.sailfish.com

www.reynoldscycling.com

www.arenawaterinstinct.com

www.specialized.com

http://www.polar.com/fr
http://www.sailfish.com/
http://www.reynoldscycling.com/
http://www.arenawaterinstinct.com/
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18 - Trivent SC Shoes In the heat of competition, you want a shoe that maximizes comfort and efficiency during the bike leg, while 
also helping you get in and out of transition as fast as possible. The new Trivent SC addresses all those needs, with performance-
enhancing, tri-specific features, plus Body Geometry ergonomics for true comfort and great fit. Its stiff Body Geometry sole and 
footbed delivers superb efficiency and power transfer, while the looped heel with pull tab and wide entry/exit closure minimizes 
time in the transition area.
19 - Garmin Mount There are plenty of choices if you want an out-front mount for your Garmin Edge GPS computer, and now Spanish 
company Rotor have launched their own version. It’s machined from aluminium, fits 31.8mm handlebars 
20 - Qarbon Following the launch at Eurobike of its Uno hydraulic groupset, Spanish company Rotor has today unveiled two new 
chainrings for 2016, the carbon fibre Qarbon and QX1, a single ring aimed specifically at the growing trend single ring drivetrains 
like SRAM’s Force 1 and Rival 1. 
21 - RM-P Rear mount hydration system mounts to standard 7mm saddle rails. Carries 2 water bottle cages plus CO2 cartridges with 
included mounting brackets. Extra storage area has room for accessories secured using mounting straps. Weight : 200g
22 - PL 1.1 Like the other Performance Long models, it features a full 270mm length, and generous 135mm rear section - perfect for 
riders who rotate back while climbing.  Compared to the PL 1.0, the 1.1 has an increased level of padding - ideal for riding in thin 
triathlon-style shorts, or for anyone who simply wants a softer ride.

Profil 

Design

70€21

ISM

185€ 22

Rotor

40€19

Specialized

269.90€18

Rotor

200€20

www.specialized.com www.rotorfrance.com

www.rotorfrance.com

www.profile-design.com

http://www.compressport.fr/
http://www.rotorfrance.com/
http://www.rotorfrance.com/
http://www.profile-design.com/
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23 - Mio Fuse tracker watch Fasten your FUSE and go. Whether you’re training on land or underwater, the rugged, sport-proof engineering 
of Mio FUSE can endure all training conditions, so you can track your heart rate with peak precision, in real-time, all the time. No 
uncomfortable chest strap required.
24 - Leap Wireless Enjoy the freedom to move on your terms. yurbuds™ LEAP Wireless in-the-ear earphones have no wires to get in 
your way, offering the signature sweat-proof, comfortable fit of all yurbuds sport earphones. Featuring JBL® Signature Sound 
with PureBass Performance, a microphone with easy one-touch audio control and 6+ hours of music and call time with audible 
and visible low-battery alerts, these earphones will go with you everywhere. Bluetooth connectivity and a secure fit complete the 
package so you can challenge every limit.
25 - Corima 47 mm MCC S+ Wheels  Carbon rim + carbon hub + carbon spokes. Available in tubular or clincher versions. Profile : 47 mm
26. BOOSTER ELITE The BOOSTER was created in 2003 in collaboration with the FrenchTrack and Field 4x100 Relay Team and the BV 
SPORT research and Development Centre. The product is the result of exertion-specific manufacturing technology.
The Booster encourages the vertical movement of the leg muscles and soleus by reducing oscillatory movement, the source of 
fatigue and muscular injuries. Moreover, the BOOSTER reduces muscular vibration and improves the contraction and toning of 
muscles. The progressive compression BV SPORT patent) improves venous return and promotes the oxygenation of muscles, 
tendons and ligaments during physical exertion, thus optimising athletic performance.
27. CO2 AIRSPEED TRIGGER FILL PLUS Ultra light and very easy tu use

Mio

159€23
JLB

99€24

Corima

Clincher :3118€
Tubular :2856€25

Cannondale
14,90€ 27

www.agsportdistribution.com www.yurbuds.com

www.corima.fr

www.bvsport.com

www.cannondale.com

BV Sport

55,50€ 26

http://www.prologotouch.com/
http://www.agsportdistribution.com/
http://www.yurbuds.com/fr/
http://www.corima.fr/
http://www.bvsport.com/fr/
http://www.cannondale.com/fr-FR/Europe
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28. P3 Ult gra Di2 The new P3 collects many of the engineering advances we made with the P5, and through our industrial design 
process sketches and smoothes them together to create a bike with speed built in: the new P3 is both stiffer and faster than its 
predecessor.  Whether you’re on a regular training ride or setting a new PB, the P3 delivers motivation by design. This is a bike 
that’s as ready to race as you are.
29. Aphotic noir  Possibly the most important piece of equipment come race day is your swim goggles. “Aphotic», our first swim goggle 
that gets darker or lighter through Photochromatic technology during the race without you even noticing. A self regulating lens 
that delivers the comfort and vision needed to maximise your sighting and assist your swim. “Photochromatic” Clarity of vision aids 
sighting and allows you to move around obstacles and other swimmers even when you swim into the sun, or with your back to the 
sun. These incredible lenses adjust perfectly and take only 160 seconds to go from clear to dark delivering ultimate performance 
for every turn of every buoy. 
30. TRANSITION RUCKSACK A huge 32 litre volume to store all of your essential triathlon gear. Waterproof storage area for HUUB 
triathlon wetsuits (up to size XL) and HUUB triathlon suits. Storage compartments for shoes and helmets. Multiple pockets for 
storing tools, cards and key essentials. Padded straps for improvement active comfort. Back padding with mesh fabric for cooler 
body moulded comfort. Large entry for ease of kit location. Reflective trim for night/morning riding. Inner mesh sleeve for laptops 
and HUUB goggle
31. S5 Durace Di2 Combining everything Cervélo has learned in 16 years of aerodynamic design, this bike cuts through the wind on a 
razor’s edge. 

Huub

59,99€29

Huub

85€30

www.huubfrance.com
Cervelo

9599€ 31

Cervelo
5499€ 28

www.cervelo.com

http://huubfrance.com/
http://www.cervelo.com/
http://www.cervelo.com/
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32. Prorécup elite The compression of the calf (akin to a vascular and muscular sponge) allows for the rapid elimination of poorly 
oxygenated and intoxicated venous blood (with lactic acid, free radicals, co2...). Wearing the sock speeds up the feeding of oxygenated 
blood to your muscular , tendinous and ligamentary fibres, allowing you to recover as soon as possible, and thus continue training 
and competing under the best possible conditions.
33. AIR 9.2 WOMENS High performance race ready package, featuring the same C10 carbon construction and aerodynamic advantage as 
the standard AIR 9.2 with only the contact points tuned for a more considered fit. An FSA SLK Carbon chainset, Shimano Dura-Ace 
group-set and Boardman Elite AIR Five wheelset make this is the ideal bike for Triathlon, rolling road racing and fast criteriums
34. AIR TTE Signature The TTE Signature reflects the absolute pinnacle of contemporary bicycle design and manufacturing, resulting in 
one of the most technologically advanced and aesthetically stunning race machines ever crafted. To complement the time saving 
features of the TTE frameset every component detail on the Signature bike has been carefully selected because it is the fastest on 
the market. From the Shimano Dura-Ace Di2 groupset to the ENVE SES 8.9 carbon clincher wheelset we have sourced the very 
best equipment available to give the Pro Triathlete and Time Trial specialist every possible advantage.
35. Zap Jacket Keep water and darkness at bay when conditions get ugly with explosive full garment illumination.  Introducing Zap, a 
fully reflective waterproof fabric designed for high visibility in low light conditions. Drop tail for lower back and seat coverage from 
tire spray. Waterproof front zip and waterproof taped seams for additional protection from the elements. Rear zippered pocket for 
stowing ride essentials
36. Neojammer This is the next generation training tool for triathletes! Fully made of 3mm Yamamoto Neoprene, and with 2 large 
panels of 5 mm Aerodome Yamamoto Neoprene on your quads, this jammer will provide you with almost the same kind of buoyancy 
as a triathlon wetsuit. This means you can train in a swimming pool just like you would in open waters wearing a wetsuit. With this 
jammer, you can leave your pull-buoy at home and you have a free range of motion: no more restricting your kicks or flip turns.

Boardman

3899,99€33

Boardman

12 199,99€34

www.boardmanbikes.com

www.international.sugoi.com

Sugoi
109,90€ 35

www.bvsport.com

BV Sport

64,50€ 32

www.z3r0d.com

Zerod
120€ 36

http://www.overstims.com/
https://www.boardmanbikes.com/
http://international.sugoi.com/
http://www.bvsport.com/fr/
http://www.z3r0d.com/fr/
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37. CAAD 12 DURA ACE DISC Aspiring racers, fast club riders and anyone else looking for a high-performance alternative to carbon.
38. TGALE PAS Prologo has created a newTRI  saddle, Saddles its designed to give the best performace &  comfort . With U-CAGE  the 
ATHLETS has the opportunity to have a bottle cage integration . The saddle sizes :  240x130 mm. Tested in the wind tunnel, this 
saddle has highly technological features and an unique design as well. The nose is 4 cm less than a normal saddle, it’s perfect to 
express the maximum power. It also allows you to remove the pressure in the pelvic area and to maintain an aerodynamic position 
for a long time. The Elastomer acts as anti vibration & shock absorbing.
39. Zero Tri PAS This project has been considered a new challenge for Prologo which has the chance to follow Orbea idea creating a 
new saddle that fit the mood and the features expressed by Ordu. The goal has been to achieve a saddle whose concept is a friendly 
user for anyone who wants to get in touch with the world of triathlon easily without giving up to the main purpose as comfort, 
performance, high technology and safety. In this saddle Pas System, is the channel on the base designed to avoid pressure and 
numbness on the pelvic zone. Available in  CPC version too.
40. AEROCOMFORT TRIATHLON The world’s first bike bag with integrated metal structure for increased protection and ultimate comfort 
specifically designed around the whole geometry of triathlon bikes with special attention to seat post and handlebar extensions, 
adding further comfort, functionality and protection.
41. AEROTECH EVOLUTION The AeroTech Evolution is simply the best hard bike case on the market. 
Designed to optimize load, safety, comfort and handling. This case can hold virtually any racing bike frame (up to 62cm) as well as 
carbon frames with seat extensions. 

Prologo

185€ à 
289€39

www.prologotouch.com

www.sciconbags.com

www.cannondale.com Cannondale

3 999€ 37

Scicon
899€ 41

Scicon

649€40

Prologo
249€

à 349€
38

http://www.bvsport.com/fr/
http://www.prologotouch.com/
http://sciconbags.com/
http://www.cannondale.com/fr-FR/Europe
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42. Moana Swim range Pacific Islands inspired design. Sublimated fabric in bright colors;High chlorine resistance;Soft comfortable 
interior lining;Sublimated fabric fully lined.
43. KONA WINGS LWhite lightweight sun reflective cooling fabric; Water repellent and breathable fabrics; Ultra-fast-drying, efficient 
sweat evacuation; Full length front streamline zip with anti-chaffing zip protector at neck; Large elastic and reflective silicone grip 
band around the waist, anti allergenic;  Streamline elastic seams; No pockets.
44. Combinaison EKOI AEROCOMP Combination available in 5 colors . It protects better and is more comfortable , it prevents cold air from 
entering and is effective up to 5 °
45. Casque EKCEL MAGNETIC EVO2 Customizable headphones to your colors, nations ... New openwork strap wicking and moisture. 
Magnetic loop .

www.kiwamitriathlon.com

Kiwami
129€ 43

Ekoi

129.90€ 45

www.ekoi.fr

Kiwami

Moana 79€
Kiri 69€42

Ekoi

199€ 44

http://kiwamitriathlon.com/
http://www.ekoi.fr/fr/
http://www.arenawaterinstinct.com/
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Bioracer

250€46

Isostar

2,15€48

46. Tri Speedmaster Customizable headphones to your colors, nations ... New openwork strap wicking and moisture. Magnetic loop .
47. Spitfire jacket What makes these fabrics special is the use of Pixel, a technology that incorporates a matrix of printed reflective glass 
pearls on our fabrics. We use this technology in our PXL75 and PXL100 winter fabrics which we implement in highly reflective, 
wind and waterproof jackets for winter riding in dark circumstances.
48. HE Cranberry Raisin bar  High Energy Bars contain a blend of simple and complex carbohydrates, which provide energy during 
intense and sustained exercise, to maximise the store of carbohydrate energy. They are rich in vitamins B1, B2, PP, C and E:- 
vitamins B1 and PP contribute to converting food to energy.- vitamins C, E and B2 are involved in the antioxidant protection of 
cellular components. They are also low in lipids and so more digestible. 
49. Poudre H&P Cranberry antioxydant  Hydrate & Perform powder is an isotonic drink mix for exercise that meet hydration needs or 
sportsmen and women by providing: - Good hydration: the isotonic formula provides faster hydration and optimal gastric drainage. 
Drunk before exercise, it optimises fluid stocks before the start. Then, during exercise, it helps to improve performance and 
endurance, to limit the risks of gastro-intestinal problems and finally to allow better recovery after exercise.

Bioracer

149€47

Overstims

2,90€51

Zone 3

359€52

50. FRUIT’N PERF® ANTIOXYDANT Thanks to their soft texture, Fruit’n Perf fruit jellies can be eaten effortlessly and easily assimilated by 
the body during exercise.
51. CAFEIN'GEL  Cafein’Gel contains natural caffeine from guarana and coffee for a real stimulating action and an instant energy 
source during intense physical exertion. Cafein’Gel is used during physical exertion, at any time to reconstitute maximum energy 
as fast as possible (difficulty, climbing a col,..) and give you again maximum efficiency. Cafein’Gel is also very adapted for activities 
which require vigilance and concentration (night competitions,...). 
52. Aspire  LThe Aspire has been the best selling Zone3 wetsuit since its famous 10/10 review in 220 Triathlon Magazine. No other 
wetsuit has ever achieved a full marks review which makes this a great choice for any swimmer or triathlete.
53. Vanquish  Ultimate flexibility & maximum buoyancy. The choice of some of the best triathletes in the World.
Ironman distance athletes love the suit for its extreme comfort and flexibility around the shoulders and Sprint/ Olympic distance 
athletes for its speed and buoyancy. Triathlon Plus magazine commented that it is one of the best wetsuits they have ever tested
54. Sweat shirt In Triathlon we trust Sweat shirt « In Triathlon we trust» colors Blue/Yellow or Black/Green

Zone 3

539€ 53

www.bioracer.fr

www.overstims.com

www.isostar.fr
www.racezone3.com

Overstims

4,95€50

Isostar

11,90€ 49

www.omax-store.com
Omax

59€54

http://www.polar.com/fr
http://www.bioracer.fr/
http://www.overstims.com/
http://www.racezone3.com/
http://www.polar.com/fr
http://omax-store.com/eshop/index.php
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NUTRITION

What is fasting? 
It means to go without food in order to oblige the 
body to live, during a determinate period, on body 
reserves. It is possible to do a «hydric» or «total» 
fasting (we only drink water) or a partial fasting. In 
this case, the person who fasts has slightly reduced 
its calorie intake (about 250 kcal daily) and only 
drinks for example fruit or vegetable juices... 

Why fasting ?
People who fast are looking for some benefits. 
If philosophers of Ancient Greece thought that 
fasting improved the intellectual level, today, 
except some religions or therapeutic fasting, the 
reasons which lead to fasting are more pragmatic.  

It is not about going without food without getting 
any effect. Fasting allows to mobilize fat reserves in 
the body. During fasting, the brain needs glucose. 
It uses fat reserves of fatty tissues, transforms 

triglycerides in glycerol, which becomes glucose. 
But be careful, everything is a question of dosage 
and time... In case of too-long fasting, the body will 
begin to draw from muscles to produce glucose. 
This period can become dangerous for health and 
totally useless especially for an athlete who doesn’t 
want to loose muscles! 

How to fast ?
There are different types of fasting and different 
durations. The most widespread fasts are short, 
often hydric: the 24-hour fasting is the most 
widespread fasting. It means to have diner and not 
to eat until the next evening. The only intakes are 
hydric in order to keep the level of body hydration 
indispensable for health. 

If you have never fasted and that you don’t know 
how your body will react, you can first fast 8 hours... 
Then 16 hours...

NUTRITION

In this festive period, often synonym of food 

abundance and moments when we avoid to pay 

attention to what we eat (we have to say that 

Christmas is the good moment for a triathlete, 

often in off-season where more excesses are 

allowed), you will say that TrimaX-Hebdo is crazy 

to talk about fasting... And yet... Whereas a few 

years ago, we were told to eat at least 3 meals 

a day, some recent studies have shown all the 

benefits of fasting and not only in a therapeutic 

way. Fasting could also be a way to stay healthy. 

And why not eliminate some misdeeds caused by a 

food excess thanks to fasting? As everything, with 

moderation!  

Jacvan

Fotolia

After being used as a basis in some therapies or being 
advocated by some religions, more and more followers 
regularly fast to detoxify their body. This article is a 

synthesis of many recent articles from scientific magazines. 
Be careful, fasting is not without danger. You mustn’t start 
this kind of practice without taking into consideration the 
risks. Some people will also have to avoid fasting. 



This method is also developed 
in fitness under the name of 
«intermittent fasting». The concept: 
you are free to eat what you want but 
according to the rules of determinate 
time. Several methodologies about 
intermittent fasting exist: not eating 
breakfast in order to make the night 
fasting longer, eating in a period of 4 
to 8 hours and then not eating the rest 
of the time (without fasting longer 
than 16 hours), only eating one meal a 
day and only eating vegetable or fruit 
juices the rest of the time, or totally 
fasting 1 to 2 days a week...   

You will find on the same subject of 
the intermittent fasting a wide range 
of articles and books dealing with this 
subject. 

You can also decide to fast longer. 
Then it is advised to progressively 
suppress some types of food a few 
days before fasting: proteins (meat, 
fish, eggs, dairy products...) at first. 
On the next day, suppress oils, fats 
and flours. On the third day, suppress 
cereals and legumes, and one day after 
vegetables and fruits. This fasting 
will be modified because it is partial 
(very limited calorie intake). It could 
be made of infusion in the morning 
and afternoon, vegetable soup with 
a vegetable or fruit juice for lunch 
or diner... And water as you need all 
along the day! 

After a period of fasting superior to a few days, you 
have to eat again progressively. 
You mustn’t stop fasting too quickly whatever the 
duration of the later. First drink a lot of water then 
eat but be careful not to eat too much! Because 
you could have stomach ache!

Remember that this food privation mustn’t be 
done without seeing a doctor, especially if you 
suffer from some pathologies. And you always have 
to listen to your body. It is possible that you feel 

cold. The heat activated by the digestive work is 
absent and the production of thyroidal hormones 
is slightly reduced. The solution? Dress more and 
have warm drinks (infusions). 

When you fast, you can also suffer from arterial 
hypotension. This one is caused by the lack of 
electrolytes (which help to retain water) and can 
bring tiredness and feel dizzy. 

Once you feel those reactions, you must stop 
fasting because if some scientists advise fasting, 
this practice is not without risks for your health, 
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http://www.accessoires-running.com/
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above all for some people suffering from a 
pathology. If for the short fasting, you have to be 
careful, too-long fasting are not advised because 
they can be dangerous for health and can lead to 
an undernutrition.

What are the benefits of 
fasting ?

Except the fact that fasting detoxify the body, it 
delays the aging process and prevents chronic 
illnesses. Some scientists also estimate that 
it could be a treatment for some pathologies 
(diabetes, chronic inflammatory illnesses, arterial 
hypertension, asthma...).  

Some doctors go even further saying that fasting 
could prevent cancer. 

Is there any 
contraindications to fasting?
Fasting is contraindicated to people suffering from 
BMI under the norm (18) but also for pregnant or 

suckler women, children, people suffering from 
advanced renal or hepatic failure. It is also true 
for people suffering from a pathology who must 
imperatively ask for advice to their doctor before 
trying this kind of practice.

Conclusion
When you have finished your fasting phase, take 
time to feel the effects and to ask yourself some 
questions: was this beneficial? Was this adapted to 
my lifestyle? What type of fasting do I need?  
Trying it is adopting it... or not! Some people 
won’t feel any beneficial effects or won’t bear the 
hungriness feeling. It is a question of choice and 
feeling...

In the meantime, let’s take advantage of our 
Christmas holidays ;-) 

http://kiwamitriathlon.com/


Kougar is a model of strong emotional 
and technical impact.
This is an innovative bike, aimed to 
high-level performances. In fact, it is 
the aerodynamic version of a road bike 
model without affecting the functional 
characteristics of a traditional bike.
Innovative elements: front brakes 
in aerodynamic position on the rear 
part of the fork, head tube with aero 
profile, dual pivot rear brakes behind 
the bottom bracket, seat tube and 
seatpost modified in conformity with 
the UCI standards to allow the correct 
installation of an internal Di2 battery, 
BB386 bottom bracket.

KOUGAR 2016

Aero concepts 

OVER SIZE Headset

Integrated 
brakes

BB386 standard 
bottom bracket

Hidden seatpost clamp

Racing geometry

Monocoque construction of 
front triangle and fork

DI2 Ready

Internal routed cables

HM carbon fibre

Progressive dimensionning and 
specific lamination size by size

Frame weight size M painted Kougar ultegra 11V compact or DBLE / price : 3499€
Kougar ultegra 11V compact or DBLE DI2 / price : 4499€
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MATERIAL TESTING 

This month, we have tested a small 

device which could quickly become 

one of our indispensable thing in our 

range of triathlete, useful for recove-

ry, for pains, to strengthen... Anyway, 

trying it is adopting it! The electrosti-

mulation, who has never heard about 

it?

Guillaume LEHNERT

Jacvan@all - rights - reserved

As a remainder, electrostimulation 
allows to send electric impulsions 
to muscles in order to get a 
contraction. Used and proved 
to be useful for varied medical 
indications, electristimulation has 
been slowly adopted by athletes 
who saw in it a tool allowing to 

complete a physical preparation 
or accelerate recovery after strong 
solicitations (races or intensive 
trainings). 

One of the most used functions of 
this device is the active recovery, 
allowing to accelerate the 

SP.06 by Compex
The electrostimulation principle elimination of toxins which accumulate in muscles 

via muscular contractions fostering a draining 
effect by the increase of blood flow, a painkiller 
effect by the increase of endorphins and a relaxant 
effect. Finally, when you use this kind of program in 
the 3 following hours after an activity on the most 
solicited areas, muscular recovery is accelerated 
and muscle soreness decreased. Magical, isn’t it? 

But of course, electrostimulation doesn’t stop 
there, because it will be an ideal complement of 

the muscular physical preparation via the 4 basis 
qualities of the physical condition: endurance, 
resistance, strength and explosive strength. 

Experts recommend the use of these programs on 
the most used muscles or muscular groups with 3 
sessions a week during a preparation period. And 
that’s good because for triathletes it is the good 
period.



MATERIAL TESTING
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When opening the box, we discover inside a plastic casket. 
Convenient to correctly tidy up your device... but above all 

this casket acts as 
a charging station! 
Inside, we find the 
4 modules and the 
remote control, center 
of the system. 

Then the indispensable 
accessories : the 
charger, the electrodes, 
a USB cable and a 
small carrying case for 
a minimal size if you 
want to bring it with 
you for the recovery 
after a race. 

Compex is THE specialist in electrostimulation. 
From Switzerland, the brand has made for 20 years 
its expertise in reeducation, treatment of the pain 
and sportive training with its flagship technology: 
electrostimulation. For many years, Compex has 
been working on making its technology more 
and more convivial in order to make benefit as 
many people as possible and to keep innovating 
such as the Compex MI (Muscle Intelligence) and 
Compex Wireless. 

The Compex MI personalizes automatically 
the parameters of stimulation according to the 
physiology of each user. The work becomes more 
comfortable and thus more efficient. 

The Compex Wireless, as its name says, is the 
first electrostimulator in the world to offer a 
professional solution, sure and efficient, of wireless 
muscular contraction allowing to eliminate the 
limits of time or place of use. 

The Compex Sport range is today made of a range 
of 4 products. The two first elements of the range, 
the SP2.0 and the SP4.0 offer the wired technology. 
The difference between the two models will 
mainly be on the functionality Muscle Intelligence 
and on the number of available programs. Then 
the models SP6.0 and SP8.0 which propose the 
Compex Wireless technology. 

Electrostimulation by Compex

SP6.0 model testing

Unpacking

http://www.agsportdistribution.com/8-yurbuds
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Everything is very simple, we plug the 
charging station to the sector (the cable 
is long enough), we put the remote 
control on the USB dock in front, we 
place the modules at the right place... 
And that’s it! 

The remote is activated to show you that 
the modules are charging, the icon is 
changing when each module is charged. 
It’s a good point because we see then 
directly if the device is ready to be used 
after its 2 hours of charging.

Who says wireless 
technology, also says 
charging! Compex is still 
in its logic of conviviality, 
avoiding too many 
electric wires to load the 
remote control and its 
modules. 

Charging

http://www.dare2tri.com/
http://www.dare2tri.com/


A module is made of 
two satellites linked by 
a wire. They are four, 
round and light plastic 
pieces because the 
weight is 60gr. 

Each satellite plugs 
into an electrode via 
a clip. As Compex has 
decided to think about 
everything, the wire can 
wrap around one of the 
satellites, so that it’s not 
too bulky.
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The first thing which can surprise us is its small 
size. Smaller than a smartphone but a little bit 
thicker, it won’t take too much space! A nice 
colorful screen will allow you to read efficiently 
the information and the navigation in the menus 
is done via a multi-directional button agreeable 
to use. The use is very easy, the sober graphic 
interface is succeeded, it is again a good point 
when we know that a bad ergonomics can make 
the use of an electronic model very fastidious.

Indispensable, Compex provides then 2 pouches of electrodes 
Snap 5x10 cm, 2 in 5x5 cm and 2 in 5x10cm with a fastener. User 
friendly aspect: the plastic on which we stick the electrodes 
after use is marked «ON» on the side where it’s possible to stick 
and «NO» on the other side. Small details which facilitates its 
use and the duration of use of the products.

The remote control 

MATERIAL TESTING

The modules

The electrodes 



The list is long and allows to meet the needs of 
everyone in the best possible way. 

Via the remote, we access to one of these 
categories, or directly to the favorite programs. 
The interface indicates the placement of the 
electrodes to respect according to the muscles that 
you want to work and the duration of the program. 
You just have to turn on the necessary number of 
modules and to let the device do! It will guide you 
to choose the right intensity of work thanks to the 
technologies MI-scan and MI-range for a better 
efficiency. And... that’s it! 

Thus it is very quick to settle and to begin a 
program. This simplicity is not negligible when 
you finish a very big training! 

During the program, a small scheme will indicate in 
which work phase you are (warm-up, contraction, 
active rest, relaxation) while indicating the number 
of contractions done and the remaining ones. For 
massage or recovery programs, a progression bar 
will appear instead. 

The absence of cable between the remote and the 
electrodes is really agreeable because it allows to 
be really more free than before. Add the function 
«pose» during a program and you won’t have 
this feeling to be trapped on your session. Also 
convenient to couple a home-trainer session and 
electrostimulation. Compex offers maintaining 
bands if you have to do more brutal movements 
with the modules on you. 

MATERIAL TESTING
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The first thing to 
do is to choose 
among the 30 
offered programs 
the one you want 
to do. There 
are 5 categories 
of programs, 
which have each 
c o r r e s p o n d i n g 
sessions:

Use

 Physical preparation : 

- Warm-up
- Endurance
- Resistance
- Strength

- Explosive strength
- Cross training
- Body-building
- Hypertrophy
- Sheathing
- Capillarization

Recovery / Massage /

- Recovery after training 
- Recovery after a race
- Decrease of soreness 
- Relaxing massage 
- Regenerating massage

Painkiller :
- TENS painkiller
- Muscle relaxant
- Muscular pain
- Neck pain
- Back pain
- Tendinitis
- Heavy legs
- Cramping prevention

Reeducation : 
- Muscle loss
- Reinforcement

Fitness :

- Strengthen my arms
- Tone up my thighs  
- Sculpt my abdominals 
- Strengthen my tummy
- Sculpt my gluteal

What if we spoke about the use?

http://www.triatlondesevilla.com/
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It’s almost a little physiotherapist in your pocket. Of course this note is 
voluntarily and widely exaggerated! But the offered functionalities will 
be in any case a prolongation of his/her work. 

The wireless function, if it can be assimilated to a gadget at first sight, is 
a real tool which allows to use your device much more often. 
The multitude of programs will allow to meet the needs of many people, 
even for people who don’t do much sports, offering fitness functions 
which allow to take care of your body. 

Conclusion 

For who ? From the coach to the amateur athlete
We liked ? The simplicity of use
And the 
price ?

TheSP6.0 is offered at 929€. It is a budget 
but it will quickly be profitable if you exploit 
whole its functionalities. Convenient and 
simple of use, you can carry it easily and 
it can become an indispensable training 
partner !TRIhebdo

APPROVED

MATERIAL TESTING

http://www.cannondale.com/com
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http://www.bioracer.fr/fr/

